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Ugly food can help save the planet
It takes a lot of resources to grow food. In the United States alone, agriculture uses 10 percent of the total
energy budget,61 50 percent of all land62 and 80 percent of all freshwater. Despite all of this, 2.4 million tonnes
(6 billion pounds) of fresh produce is left to rot in the fields every year. 63
Why? There are many reasons. It’s hard to harvest at exactly the right time and have enough workers to
harvest the food. Food can get damaged by pests or bad weather. A whole crop is almost never ready for
picking at the same time. Sometimes production or transportation is backlogged and food spoils. Strict
aesthetic standards stipulated by grocery stores and their customers also mean that a lot of odd-looking
produce doesn’t make the cut.

Ugly Food Heroes
Media Project
Time: 30-60 minutes, or
longer for more ambitious
projects

10 Influencer points

Make a commonly wasted “ugly” fruit or vegetable the star of your
story. Working on your own or with a group of friends, write a short
story, cartoon or documentary about ugly food. You can design a handdrawn comic, graphic novel, stop-motion animated short or prepare a
documentary featuring a real-life hero who rescues misshapen produce
to feed people. You may choose to feature the hard-working farmers and
farm laborers that grow our food. Or, you can tell your own food rescue
story. Here’s your chance to tell everyone that odd-looking produce is
just as delicious.
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Making it Happen:
Choose your style:
1.    Comic: Create a comic featuring an ugly fruit
or vegetable hero. If working in a group, consider
collaborating to make a comic series. Don’t forget to draw
the cover!
2.    Animation: Are you a whiz with computer graphics? Animate
your comic. Check out Wideo64 or Powtoon65 for free and
simple animation tools.
3.    Stop-motion: Use your phone camera to string together hundreds of
still photos to give your ugly fruit and vegetable characters the impression
of movement—it’s a fun way to turn everyday objects into animation. Turn
your mobile phone into a stop-motion studio with the free Pic Pac66 or
Stop Motion Studio67 apps. Use this tutorial68 to get started.
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4.    Documentary: Want to capture the story of a real-life food hero on
video or capture consumer shopping habits around ugly produce and
food waste? Use these documentary-making tips69 to get started.
Share your media projects on Twitter or Instagram using
#FoodMattersActionKit and add your profile at www.cec.org/
FoodMattersActionKit.

Want to do More?
•  Host a film screening to show your work.

20 Influencer points

•  Submit your film to environmental film festivals. Don’t be shy, many
famous documentary makers started just like this!
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